
GANDIABLASCO FEATURED IN THREE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 
HOTELS AROUND THE MEDITERRANEAN

The Mediterranean is probably GANDIABLASCO’s best ally. 
The Valencia based company’s furniture blends seamlessly 
with the natural surroundings of the shores of Mare 
Nostrum unlike any other place on earth, whether it be on 
the terraces of the Aegean Sea or the swimming pools of 
Provence rippled by the Mistral winds. This affinity with the 
light and the Mediterranean culture are perfectly illustrated 
through three of the most attractive projects featuring 
GANDIABLASCO that invite the eye on a visual tour 
through Turkey, the south of France and the Amalfi Coast.

The D-HOTEL MARIS is constructed amidst lavish olive 
plantations and rocky volcanic mountain scenery in an 
unspoilt nature reserve located on the Turkish peninsula of 
Datça. A natural paradise equipped with GANDIABLASCO 
outdoor furniture collections: the SALER SOFT loungers 
designed by José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales Lloret 
and elements of the FLAT collections created by Mario 
Ruiz as well as NA XEMENA by Ramón Esteve, perfectly 
integrated around the outdoor swimming pool, the Spa and 
the beaches which open off this magnificent setting. While 
the raised reclining DAYBEDS and the PERGOLA SOFAS 
designed by José A. Gandía Blasco Canales invite clients 
to savour this prodigious oasis of nature saturated with 
beauty and history.
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The same elegant design and refined character that defines the GANDIABLASCO collections is featured 
in another boutique hotel which although slightly farther from the Mediterranean nevertheless exudes 
its way of life: the four star hotel Le Vieux Castillon that towers over the medieval town of Castillon 
du Gard in French Provence. 

The hotel counts a generous terrace among its many charms with an outdoor pool surrounded 
by medieval castle walls that has been furnished with several GANDIABLASCO outdoor furniture 
collections.

The swimming pool area is equipped with the outdoor NA XEMENA loungers, the LIPSTICK armchairs 
and side tables created by José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales. On the opposite side the outdoor 
DAYBED with its own integrated canopy also designed by José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales provides the 
perfect refuge from the scorching sun. While the 356 Chaiselongue loungers are perched within the 
pool for sunbathing in the water.
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The Casa Angelina boutique hotel is another GANDIABLASCO project on the Mediterranean situated 
on the Amalfi Coast of Italy. Its terraces, with views over the sea, are sublime spaces where guests 
can enjoy views of the sheer cliffs that surround the Amalfi coastline.

The white architecture of the Casa Angelina integrates with the sober and elegant designs of the 
DNA outdoor sofa collection created by José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales, accentuating the blue of 
the sea and the skies above. 

The designer armchairs and outdoor tables of the FLAT collection by Mario Ruiz provide the room 
terraces with comfort and practical furnishings that blend seamlessly with the bleached colour palette 
of the building. Without forgetting the STACK loungers designed by Borja García that define the 
sunbathing area where shade is provided by the ENSOMBRA parasol designed by Odosdesign.
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